DLS Reported Research
August/September 2019

Recent Publications

Books

Matthew Groves, Janina Boughey and Dan Meagher (eds), The Legal Protection of Rights in Australia (Hart Publishing, England, 2019) 482pp + xvii

Book Chapters


Articles

PJ Badenhorst & CN van Heerden, “Conflict resolution between holders of prospecting or mining rights and owners (or occupiers) of land or traditional communities: What is not good for the goose is good for the gander” 2019 (136) South African Law Journal 303-327.


Other Research Activities

Conference and seminar presentations


M McMahon, ‘No Bail, More Jail? Breaking the Nexus Between Community Protection and Escalating Pre-Trial Detention’ (Speech delivered to Members, Parliament of Victoria, August 15, 2019).


Sonia Allan, ‘Reviews of Assisted Reproductive Technology and Surrogacy Legislation in NSW, South Australia and Western Australia,’ Obstetric Malpractice Conference 22-24 August, 2019, Melbourne


Zehra G. Kavame Eroglu, ‘Banking in the Spotlight’, The 36th Annual Conference of the Banking & Financial Services Law Association (BFSLA), 29 - 31 August, Gold Coast. Zehra is also the member of the BFSLA Academic Committee, an invitation only membership

Matt Lister, ‘Enforcing Immigration Law’ Deakin Staff Research Seminar, 25 September 2019


Other research and professional activities
Anne Carter - Co-convening workshop Facts in Public Law Adjudication workshop (sponsored by the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia), Melbourne Law School, 15 August 2019 [convened with Professor Adrienne Stone (MLS) and Dr Joe Tomlinson (University of York)].

Marilyn McMahon was reappointed to the Forensic Leave Panel (Victoria) by the Governor in Council on August 20 2019.

Podcast and other web activities
Samantha Hepburn released her podcast with Deakin Disruptr on Wednesday 25th September, 2019 at the Waterfront for the new 'Change One Thing' Series. It is titled ‘Trials and tribulations – energy and law’ with Larni Salathiel and Professor Samantha Hepburn

Neera Bhatia: Deakin Alumni Webinar, ‘#Uncharted Territory: The new era of social media and its impact on end of life decision making for critically ill infants’ Wednesday 21 August, 12.30-1.30pm

Grant successes

Media
Media appearances/mentions

J Murphy with Felicity Gerry QC, R Tinsdale and J Kretzenbacher, ‘Murder, Mercy and Mandatory Sentencing: The “Anomalous” Case of Zak Grieve,’ Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern Territory, 20 July 2019,


Sonia Allan, Interviewed by Tracey Bowden and Foreign Correspondent, ‘Australian parents warn reality of Ukrainian surrogacy doesn’t always match the dream’, 19 August 2019, ABC News

Sonia Allan, Interview by Tracey Bowden, ‘Australian parents warn reality of Ukrainian surrogacy doesn’t always match the dream’ Aired 21 August 2019, 7.30 Report, ABC (Television)

**Media appearances – special section for Prof Sam Hepburn…whose sheer number requires a separate section!**

**August**


4. ABC Central Victoria, Raising Gas Exploration and the Moratorium in Victoria, Tuesday 6th August [https://www.abc.net.au/radio/centralvic/programs/](https://www.abc.net.au/radio/centralvic/programs/)


6. Australian Energy Daily, Interview: Why the AER is Litigating and Will it Stop another Energy Blackout, Tuesday 13th August 2pm.

September


Another separate section – Cassandra Seerey in the following media appearances

August
• ABC Radio Melbourne, Raf Epstein (discussing child rights in the digital age) Tuesday August 27th at 4:05pm
• ABC Radio Hobart, Lucy Breaden (discussing child rights in the digital age) Tuesday August 27th at 4:35pm
• ABC Radio Goulburn Murray, Sandra Moon (discussing child rights in the digital age) Wednesday August 28th at 9:05am
• 3AW Melbourne, Neil Mitchell (discussing child rights in the digital age) Wednesday August 28th at 11:35am
• ABC Radio South West Victoria, Steve Martin (discussing child rights in the digital age) Thursday August 29th at 9:10am
• Radio 6PR (Perth), Gareth Parker (discussing child rights in the digital age) Friday August 30th at 10:10am
• Herald Sun, Susie O'Brien 'Sharing's not caring' August 29 2019

September
• Triple R Radio (Melbourne), Byte into IT (discussing child rights in the digital age) Wednesday September 4th at 7:10pm